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1.

BASIS

are

at

progeny

of

information.

Consideration of AT over periods greater than one

year has been shown by James
intensity and discounting.

(1972> to involve selection

Maximizing some function of returns

from AT and costs of testing is most probably the basis of most
practical importance,

but also the one most difficult to

determine.

CRITERIA FOR SINGLE STAGE SELECTION

Single trait objective
The selection criterion that maximizes the correlation
between T and I is the selection index or Best Linear Prediction
(BLP) assuming fixed effects are known and Best Linear Unbiased
Prediction (BLUP) if fixed effects are unknown.
The index (I or T) for selection index is I = b ‘p where p is
a vector of observations expressed as deviations from known fixed
effects and b is a vector of selection index weights.

The

weights are determined as b = P_*Ca in which
P is a matrix of variances and covariances of observations,
C is a matrix of covariances
additive genetic values and

between observations

and

a is a vector of economic weights with the elements of a
being 1 for the trait included in the objective and 0
otherwise for the single trait objective situation.
The index or BLUP estimate with unknown fixed effects is:
/■*

1^ = u^ for the ith individual from
3

u
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where p is a vector of estimated fixed effects,
u is a vector of estimated additive genetic effects,
X is a design matrix associated with fixed effects,
2 is a design matrix associated with additive genetic
effects,
R is a matrix of error variances and covariances,
G is a matrix
covariances and

of

additive

genetic

variances

and

y is a vector of observations.
The relative

selection efficiency

(RSE) of different

criteria can be determined by the relative magnitude of r-j-j-'s (or
ru^'s) for the use of information on either relatives or
correlated traits (Searle 1965).

M u ltipl e T r a i t O b j e c t i v e :

The most simple objective to consider is a linear additive
model of aggregate genotype, with the vector of economic weights,
(a), unaffected by production programme or resource constraints.
Aggregate genotype (T) is a ’g and the estimate of T (T) is b ‘p as
defined
of

a.

earlier

but

Alternatively,

with

a

more

T = a'g where

general

definition

the elements

of g are

estimates of additive genetic effects for each trait obtained by
using information on all traits measured.

The equivalence of

these approaches has been shown by Henderson (1963).
The parallel selection criterion in the case of unknown
fixed effects is:
T = a '9BLUPM
in which 9 q l UPM
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a vector of estimates of additive genetic

effects

determined

prediction

by

(Schaeffer

multiple
and

trait

Wilton,

best

linear

1981).

unbiased

This

can

be

approximated by:

T = a 9BLUPS

in which 9gnjps

a vector of estimates of additive genetic

effects by single trait BLUP.
The

e c onomic

weights

could

also be modified for (a)

discounted gene flow, considering time of expression as discussed
by McClintock and Cunningham (1974), (b) population structure as
described for example by Wilton and Danell (1981) and (c) current
and future generation gains as described by James (1978).
A more complex objective to consider is a quadratic model of
aggregate genotype.

Such a model can account for curvilinearity

in the economic importance of traits or multiplicative effects or
both.

Two selection criteria shown by Wilton et al. (1968) to be

optimal and equivalent for the case of known fixed effects are:
(1)

T => b ’p + p ‘Bp
in

whi ch

B

is

a matrix

of

weights

for

squares

and

crossproducts and other terms are as defined earlier, and
(2)

T = a'(u + g) + (u + g)’A(u + g)
in which A is a matrix giving the economic

weights of

squares and crossproducts of variables, u is a vector of
means of variables, with other terms as defined earlier.
With unknown fixed effects the estimates of T would be
T *a,(u + gBLUPM) + (u + 9B l u PM *

+ 9b L U P M K
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Discussions of which means are appropriate have been given
by Milton and Van Vleck
should

be exercised

(1969) and Allaire

in converting

(1980).

objectives

Caution

which

include

economic weights from a phenotypic expression to a genotypic
expression.
Another situation to consider is that in which production
programmes or resource

contraints

importance of various traits.

influence

the economic

The objective would usually be to

maximize the difference between returns and costs from some
production unit.

Constraints in resources

available to the

production unit, usually a farm, would often influence the choice
of animals.

The criterion for selecting animals would be the

maximizing of the objective function as described by Milton
(1979).

Considering for example linear programming used as the

optimizing technique and a farm as the production unit, each
individual could be evaluated using income less variable costs
(Z)

as the criterion for selection.
The objective function would be:
Z « c'x

in which c is a vector of prices of outputs and inputs and
x is a vector of inputs and outputs.
The objective function would be maximized subject to L x i r
in which L is a matrix representing production coefficients and
appropriate transfer activities, and
r is a vector of resource constraints.
A

A

As an example the ijth element of L, 1 ^ , could be (u + 9b L U P M ,>
the estimated genetic level of performance of some trait for the
particular individual being evaluated.
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Alternatively,

if only a

small

number

of

animals

were

available

to choose

amongst,

individuals could be included simultaneously in an optimization
program.
In selecting animals on the basis of marginal values,
specific production programme,
would be optimum.
occurred

for

a

including choices of animals,

However, if different rankings of animals

different

production

programmes,

then

the

determination of rankings of individuals over all programmes and
the prediction of genetic progress in the population would be
difficult.

CRITERIA FOR M U L T I P L E S T AGE SELECTION

Single trait objective:

Selection could take place at several points in the life
cycle of animals.

Selection could occur first on the basis of

pedigree information,

then on performance of the individual and

finally on progeny information.

Alternatively,

selection could

take place on the basis of pedigree information to obtain test
sires and then amongst test sires based on progeny information
with the best of these in turn used in test matings, as described
by Skjervold (1963) for dairy cattle with milk yield being the
objective.
It is necessary to ascertain that the measurements taken
really

relate

to

the

same

trait.

Correlations

between

evaluations of pedigree and progeny information have been found
to be high (Schaeffer,

1981).

However, Dalton and Morris (1978)
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describe

low

relationships

information in beef sires.

between

performance

and progeny

Different environments for two stages

of information may basically alter the expression of a trait such
as growth rate.
Information available from earlier stages of selection is
often not considered in subsequent stages of selection.
in accuracy of evaluations is thus most likely.

A loss

However, the

question of unequal variances at each stage of information being
available would need to be considered in the development of more
complete criteria for selection.

Multiple trait objective:
The

selection

objective

for

the

presumably would be established in total.

breeding

programme

The selection criteria

at each stage of selection would then be those that maximized
rTI’ leaving aside

the

question

of

optimum

use

of

testing

resources over each stage of selection and costs of genetic
progress.

In many applied programmes,
at

least

however,

objective

is established,

equation.

A new objective and consequently a new criterion is

established at each stage of selection.

in terms

of

no total
an overall

The potential losses in

genetic progress in this approach have not received much
attention to date.
One major area requiring more information so that selection
criteria can be established is the area of genetic covariances
among traits at various stages of multiple trait selection.

This

problem can be most serious if genetic parameters have been
estimated from relatively unselected populations.
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As an example,

the use of T = ®'9b LUPM as a sei®ction criterion at each stage of
selection for an overall objective of T = a'g,
variances

and

covariances

be known.

requires that

Estimates

of these

parameters may be quite sensitive to differential selection at
various

stages

for various

traits.

Selection

models

in

predicting breeding values have been discussed by Henderson
t1979).
Another major area requiring more information is the area of
optimizing selection pressure at various stages of selection.
Such

optimization

should

include

consideration of costs of

carrying out testing programmes for various traits at various
stages.

Cost effectiveness of programmes,

including discounting

as described by Smith (1978) would be an important consideration.
An additional area requiring consideration is that of selection
criteria for non-additive genetic effects.

SUMMARY

Selection criteria for choosing breeding stock should be
made

so

as

to

maximize

the

correlation

(aggregate genotype) and criterion (index).
long term genetic

between

objective

As well,

annual and

progress and costs must be considered.

Selection index and best linear unbiased prediction can be used
for

linear

and

quadratic

Optimizing techniques

models

of

aggregate

genotype.

in which differences between returns and

costs are maximized can be used to obtain criteria that are
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sensitive to production programmes and resource constraints.
Overall

objectives

selection
objectives.

and

be

must

established

at each stage

criteria

f or

multiple

stage

must

reflect

these

Problems o£ obtaining covariances among traits and

of incorporating testing costs must be considered.

RESUMEN

Criterios de seleccion para elegir reproductores deben
*

hacerse de forma tal de maximisar la correlacion entre objectivo
»
*
de seleccion (genotipo total) y criterio (indice). Deben tambien
considerarse costos y mejoramiento genetico anual y a largo
*

plazo.

Indice de seleccion y BLUP pueden usarse para modelos de
/

genotipo total lineales y cuadraticos.

/

Se pueden usar tecnicas

para optimisar diferencias entre beneficios y costos para obtener
*

criterios que son sensibles a los programas de produccion y
factores limitantes.
»

Objectivos generales deben establecerse
*

para la seleccion en multiples etapas y los criterios en cada
etapa deben reflejar estos objectivos.

Deben considerarse los

problemas de obtener covarianzas entre caracteres y de incorporar
costos de prueba.
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